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Icydock Heavy Duty Tray-
less 3.5" SATA Hard Drive

Hot-Swap Mobile Rack with
LCD for 5.25" Device Bay

Special Price

$32.96 was

$54.95
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Short Description

Make room for the MB672SKGF series in your computer, because this one is sure to amaze anyone. Our new
Icy Dock’s internal screwl-ess enclosure provides the user with an LCD display that allows real-time drive
monitoring and temperature detection within the enclosure. The front buttons are equipped for temperature
adjustment to suite the user of temperature warning. If temperature exceeds it, then both the visual & the
audio alarms would indicate accordingly for your caution.

Description

Make room for the MB672SKGF series in your computer, because this one is sure to amaze anyone. Our new
Icy Dock’s internal screwl-ess enclosure provides the user with an LCD display that allows real-time drive
monitoring and temperature detection within the enclosure. The front buttons are equipped for temperature
adjustment to suite the user of temperature warning. If temperature exceeds it, then both the visual & the
audio alarms would indicate accordingly for your caution. But we cannot forget that this is also part of the
new tray-less series, with easy hard drive access and hot-swap capabilities without having to screw in a tray.
The enclosure is built spacious enough to fit any 3.5” SATA brand hard drive, and firm enough to prevent the
hard drive from coming loose with the connectors. Like the MB671, it has a stylish faceplate exterior and
elegant trigger door-handle design. The body is built by a steel metal finish to create a perfect cooling
environment for the hard drive. Our ICY DOCK features are still there: Built-in fan and front ventilation
system to prevent hard drive overheating and key lock to prevent any hard drive thefts. The convenient
removability of this enclosure with allows easy interchangeability between desktops or laptops. This is perfect
for media storage systems that enables media file archiving without having to deal with the usual hard drive
disassembly from your PC.

Features

* Device holds single 3.5" SATA I or II drive and
   fits any standard 5.25" device bay.

* User friendly Tray-less design just plug in the
   hard drive and play.

* Removable Design & hot swap capability
   offers convenient solution for multi-drive
   exchangeability & maintenance.

* Stylish aluminum faceplate with heavy duty
   steel body construction --provides superior
   heat dissipation.

* Safeguard key lock function keeps data secure
   within the enclosure.
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* 40mm rear warm air outtake fan ensures an
   optimal cooling environment.

* Advanced drive monitoring system built
   internally w/ LCD visual & audio indicators.

Specifications

Host Interface : 7 pin SATA

Drive Fit : 1 x 3.5 “ SATA 1.5 / 3 / 6 Gbit/s hard drive

Drive Bay : 1 X 5.25"

Transfer Rate : Up to 6Gb/sec. (depending on hard drive speed)

Insert& Extract connection
Via : Direct SATA hard drive connection

Structure : Steel body w/ partial aluminum & plastic face
panel

Drive Cooling : Aluminum heat dispersion w/ 1 X rear outtake fan

Drive Cooling : Auto & Visual

LCD Indication :
Real-time drive temp., Drive

activity/overheat/MASTER/SLAVE status, Fan
working/failure status, Device usage time record

LCD Display Color : Cool Blue

Dimension (L x W x H) : 7.48" x 5.84" x 1.70"
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Additional Information

Brand IcyDock

SKU MB672SKGF-BB-D

Weight 2.0000

Color Black

Device Type SSD/HDD Enclosure

Bay Size 3.5" Bay

Special Price $32.96


